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Terminal Weather Information for Pilots
(TWIP)
• Take advantage in new weather reporting services:
– Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR), and
– Integrated Terminal Weather System (ITWS)

• These systems are installed at major airports in the U.S. NAS
• Desirable to report this information directly to pilots via data link
as opposed to relying on voice communication
• Text-only message and character graphics map
– May look “dated”, remember this was developed in the mid-1990’s

• TWIP guidance is furnished to users in AIM 7−1−26. Microbursts,
paragraph 6
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Terminal Weather Information for Pilots (TWIP)

AIM guidance
• Description of microburst alerts, wind shear alerts, significant
precipitation, convective activity within 30 NM surrounding the
terminal area, and expected weather that will impact airport
operations.
• When inclement weather within 15 NM of airport:
– Text messages are updated once every minute, and
– Graphic messages updated every 5 minutes

• Primary focus is on precipitation, wind shears, and microbursts
• AIM guidance refers to 9 test location airports. However, the
number of operational airports is much larger:
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TWIP Operational Airports
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TWIP Operational Airports
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TWIP Message
Textual
•

Four sections: header, runway impact, storms and expected/previous

•

Second section (identified by a leading asterisk(*)) is included if any runway
or Area Noted for Attention (ARENA), which includes arrival and departure
corridors associated with runways, is impacted by a micro burst, gust front,
heavy precipitation (NWS level 3 or above) or moderate precipitation (NWS
level2). For microburst or gust front impacts, the magnitude of the gain or
loss is indicated on the next line

•

In order of decreasing precedence, the reported hazard will be:
–
–
–
–
–

microburst (30 knot or greater loss),
wind shear with loss (less than 30 knots loss),
wind shear with gain
(gust front),
heavy precipitation or moderate precipitation.
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TWIP Message
Textual
•

Third section (identified by a leading dash (-)) is included if there are any
storms (level 2 or greater) within 15 nm of the airport. The first line of the
section indicates the presence of one or more storms. The next lines list the
three closest storms to the airport reference point (ARP)

•

Fourth section of the message (identified by a leading period (.)) is included
if there is expected precipitation, previous wind shear or microburst, or no
storms within 15 nm of the airport. If moderate or heavy precipitation is
expected at the airport within 20 minutes, then the expected precipitation
line is issued, followed by a line that includes the time the precipitation
impact is expected to start If more than one type of precipitation impact is
expected, then only the most severe expected impact will be included

•

If there are no storms within the airport area, the forth section will note:
– " NO STORMS WITHIN 15 NM"
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Examples
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Examples
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Examples
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TWIP Transmission Architecture
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Key Benefits of TWIP
• The TWIP Text Message is generated once per minute
whenever weather is near the airport.
– When there is no weather within 15 nm, the update rate is reduced
to once every 10 minutes.
– NEXRAD mosaic imagery shows where the weather was, not
where the weather is. The weather conditions may be 15 to 20
minutes older than the age indicated on the display.
• Reference AIM 7−1−29. Thunderstorm Flying, April 2014
change
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TWIP
The Weather Report That You Never Heard of Before
• AIM is the only FAA publication that discusses TWIP, and that
information is way out of date
– Does not furnish a complete list of TWIP airports
• References only 9 “test locations”
– Does not discuss or furnish examples of message formats
– No operational use information furnished to pilots

• TWIP is not mentioned in these FAA publications:
–
–
–
–
–

Airplane Flying Handbook
Instrument Flying Handbook
Instrument Procedures Handbook
Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge, or
Aviation Weather Services
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TWIP
NBAA Recommendations
•

Include “TWIP” on IAP, SID, & STAR procedure charts as a data link capability
element, as proposed in 05-01-289

•

Update the AIM discussion on TWIP
–
–
–
–

•

Recommend elevating TWIP into its own paragraph within AIM section 7-1
Remove reference to “test basis at 9 locations”. The system operational at 43 airports in
the U.S. NAS
Provide a list and graphic map of TWIP locations
Furnish examples of TWIP reports and operation instructions on how to use them

Update AIM 7-1-29 Thunderstorm Flying to include reference to TWIP reports
and their operational use in avoiding thunderstorm hazards (e.g. thunderstorm
activity, wind shear, microburst, etc.)
–
–

Airborne radar identifies location of the storm
TWIP provides real-time information on the hazards being generated by the storm
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